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The End Of Privacy
Child exploitation is wrong, and it must be stopped no

matter what but this bill is not a solution. The

information sent over the encrypted mode can even be

manipulated with the backdoor enabled in the system

putting the entire security system vulnerable to potential

cyberattacks, hacking, etc.
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What can be the solutions?
Instead of violating the privacy of the people through

digital surveillance, one way to protect the child online is

to support the law enforcement and their related entities

with more and more resources so that they can take action

upon and make proper follow ups on each and every child

abuse case reported to them. They must not be left under-

resourced.

The Real Consequences
- Censorship of legal speech

- Undermining users privacy and security

- Makes CSAM investigation harder

What is it?
"Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of Interactive

Technologies”, originally proposed in 2020, this act was intended to

combat the spread of child sexual abuse material online by holding

companies responsible for the sharing of this type of material on

their platforms. This means that any sharing of explicit material

containing children can and would be punished by extensive legal

recourse, whether or not the company actually had any knowledge

of said material.
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The coordination needs to be made with the companies like

META, GOOGLE, etc., from government level to auto detect

illegal contents like child pornography, slang words with child,

etc. through artificial intelligence and such accounts, if found

doing this repeatedly, should be auto reported to the

authorities for further watch
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